Student must satisfy at least one condition to be placed in designated course.

**Developmental Mathematics**

**Math 0100 Math Review Skills**
- ABE Math Diagnostic Level 4 or lower

**Math 0113 Beginning Algebra**
- ABE Math Diagnostic Level 5 or 6
- DE Math Diagnostic Elementary Algebra Score between 1 and 5
- Grade of C or higher in Math 0100

**Math 0133 Pre-Algebra**
- DE Math Diagnostic Elementary Algebra Score of 6 or higher
- Grade of C or higher in Math 0113

**Math 0300 – Comprehensive Math Skill**
- TSIA Math Score 360-362 and co-enroll in Math 1113 - College Algebra

**Math 0210 Math Non-course based option I**
- Student who earned a letter grade of D in Math 0133

**Math 0220 Math Non-course based option II**
- Student who participate in summer programs

**Integrated Reading and Writing**

**Rdng 0100 Reading Review Skills**
- ABE Reading Diagnostic Level 4 or lower

**Engl 0100 English Review Skills**
- ABE English Diagnostic Level 4 or lower

**Engl 0113 – Integrated Reading and Writing I**
- ABE English diagnostic level 5 or 6
- DE English diagnostic score of 4 or below on Sentence Structure or Agreement, **AND** DE reading diagnostic score of 3 or below on Main Idea and Author’s Tone
- Grade of C or higher in Rdng 0100 and Engl 0100

**Engl 0133 – Integrated Reading and Writing II**
- DE English diagnostic score of 5 or higher on Sentence Structure or Agreement, **AND** DE reading diagnostic score of 5 or higher on Main Idea and Author’s Tone
- Grade of C or higher in Engl 0113

**Engl 0300 – Comprehensive Writing Skills**
- TSIA English score 360-362 and co-enroll in Engl 1123 – Freshman Comp I

**Engl 0210 - IRW Non-course based option I**
- Student who earned a letter grade of D in Engl 0133

**Engl 0220 – IRW Non-course based option II**
- Student who participate in summer programs

**Note:** Continuing students in DevEd Reading and Writing will enroll in the appropriate highest level IRW based on strength not weakness.